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Abstract 
We consider discrete matrices with distinct rows. A test set of a matrix is a subset of columns 
~uch that all the corresponding subrows are distinct. The essential test set of a matrix is the 
intersection of all the test sets. A relationship between the size of a matrix and the cardinality of 
Ihe essential test set is derived. Also, we investigate matrices having essential test sets of 
maximum cardinality, and characterize a relationship ofsuch matrices with trees. 
I. Introduction and notations 
We consider discrete matrices whose entries are nonnegative integer numbers. We 
assume that all the rows of a matrix M are distinct. The rows of M can be thought of 
as diseases, the columns as symptoms, and the entries as intensities of a symptom in 
a disease. We shall denote by U(M) the maximum number ofdistinct entries occurring 
in a column of M. For Boolean matrices U(M) = 2. A test set of a matrix M is any 
subset of columns uch that all the corresponding subrows are distinct. A test set is 
~alled minimal iff no proper subset is itself a test set. Minimal test sets are very, 
important for various fields of applications such as testing in computer engineering, 
minimal keys of data bases, diagnostic tables in biology, and logical pattern recogni- 
tion (see [2, 3]). 
We shall call two columns equivalent iffone can be obtained by renaming the entries 
of the other. For example, two Boolean columns are equivalent iffthey are identical or 
~omplementary. The importance of equivalence for the theory of tests is indicated by 
the following statements. 
Proposifiou 1. No minimal test set of a discrete matrix can contain more than one 
column from any cluster of equivalent columns of the matrix. 
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Proposition 2. I f  a test set of a discrete matrix contains a column in a cluster of 
equivalent columns, then replacing the column with any other column from the cluster 
results in another test set. 
A column containing only zeros will be called a zero column. 
Proposition 3. No minimal test set can contain a column which is equivalent to a zero 
column. 
Matrices containing neither equivalent columns nor columns equivalent to the zero 
column will be called irre&mdant. In other words, the matrix is called irredundant if
no column is constant and by renaming the entries of a column we cannot obtain 
another column. 
Let a matrix M have v rows and n columns. The set of such matrices will be denoted 
by ~'(v, n). The subset of all matrices M ¢.~'(v, n) satisfying U(M) = u will be denoted 
by .~'u(v, n). Obviously, 
u<~v and n>11og~v. 
We shall denote the rows of M by rl . . . . .  r~ and the columns by ct . . . . .  c,. The 
cardinality of a set S will be denoted by ISI. By n(w) we shall denote the number of 
columns of M which contain exactly w distinct entries. 
For an irredundant matrix M ¢ ~,(v,  n) we have 
n(w) <~ S(v,w), (1) 
where 
S(v,w) = - 1) w-~ i" 
! 
is the Stir!ing number of the second kind [4"!. The inequality (1) follows immediately 
from interpretation of sets of identical entries as partitions of the set of rows. As 
a consequence, we get 
n <. ~ S(v, w) ~t N(v, u). (2) 
w~2 
For irredull~ant Boolean matrices we have 
n <~ 2 ~'-1 --1. 
The essential test set of a discrete matrix M is the intersection of all the test sets of 
M. We denote this set by ET(M). A clear characterization f ET(M) is given by the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 4. For any column j of a discrete matrix M, j ¢ ET(M) iff there is at least 
one pair of rows of M which differ only at column j. 
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The essential test sets play an important role in the theory of disjunctive normal 
forms of Boolean functions represented by their false points [51. 
It follows from Proposition 2 that ET(M) cannot contain any column for which 
there is an equivalent column in M. Also, it is clear from Proposition 3 that ET(M) 
cannot contain any column which is equivalent to the zero column. 
Example. Let us consider the following matrix M ~ ~'3(4,5): 
1 2 3 4 5  
M= 0 1 2 1 
1 1 2 
0 0 0 
The minimal test sets are {1,3} and {1,4}. Columns 3 and 4 are equivalent. The 
essential test set is ET(M) = {1}. 
2. Cardinality of the essential test set of a Boolean matrix 
An important relationship between the size of a Boolean matrix M and the 
cardinality of ET(M) is given in the following assertion. 
Theorem 5. For any matrix M ¢ ~K,(v,n) the cardinality of ET(M) satisfies the follow- 
ing inequality: 
lET(M)[ ~< v -- 1. (3) 
I f  M is also irredundant then 
n <~ lET(M)[ + 2 r -  IET(M)I- I _ 1 (4) 
and for any v and for any k ¢ {0, .... v - 1 } there is an irredundant matrix M ¢ ~'2(v, n) 
for which IET(M)I = k and (4) becomes equality. 
Proof. For the matrix M we construct an undirecteO graph G in the following way. 
The vertices of G correspond to the rows of M: V(G) = {rl . . . . .  r~}, IV(G)I = v. For 
any c~ ¢ E T(M) we choose one pair of vertices ri,, rj, such that the corresponding rows 
differ only at c~, and draw the edge (rj,, r~,). We label this edge by cj. So, all the labels 
appear only once in G and the number of edges in G is [E(G)] = lET(M)]. 
We can show that the resulting graph G contains no cycle. Suppose G contains 
a cycle {r~,,ra . . . . . .  rk,}. Let the edge (rko, rk,) be labeled by c i. Then rk, and rk, have 
distinct values in c~. Let us take the largest i such that rk, has the same value at column 
cj as rk, has. Then we claim that i < p. Since any consecutive pair of vertices of the 
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cycle differs only at one column~ rk, and rk,÷, differ only at cj. Hence the edge irk,, rk,÷, ) 
must be labeled by c~, which is impossible because of the labeling of (rk~, rk,). This 
contradiction proves that G is acyclic. 
A graph without a cycle is a forest. Hence 
IE I~<IV I -  1. 
This proves (3). 
It is also known ['l'l that the number C(G) of connected components ofG is equal to 
I VI - IE [  = v - lET(M) [ .  It follows from the construction c.f G that all the vertices 
belonging to the same connected component may differ only at columns from ET(M) ,  
i.e. their values in all the other n - lET(M)[ columns coincide. If M is irredundant 
then it cannot contain equivalent columns or columns equivalent to the zero column. 
Hence 
n - IET(M)I <~ 2 c~-1  - !. 
This proves (4). 
Finally, for any k e {0, .... v - 1 } we can construct a Boolean matrix Mh ~ ~#2(v, n) 
as follows: M~ contains k distinct columns, each of which contains only one 1 and it 
has that I in one of the first k rows. Also, Mk contains all the distinct nonzero columns 
which have the value 0 in each of the first k + 1 rows. It can be seen easily that Mh is 
irredundant and 
[gT(Mh)l = k, 
n=k+T '-k~'l - 1. 
In particular, IET(M~-I)[  = v - -  1. [] 
The second inequality of the theorem shows that as the number of columns of an 
irredundant matrix M grows, the possible cardinality of ET(M)  decreases. In particu- 
lar, we have 
Corollary 6. I f  an irredundant matrix M ~ Jl2(v,n) has n >>. 2" -2+ 1 columns then 
ET(M)  = O. 
3. Generalization for the multiple-valued ase 
Theorem 5 can be generalized as follows. 
Theorem 7. For any matrix M ~ ~H.(v, n) the cardinality of  ET(M)  satisfies the follow- 
ing inequality: 
IET(M)I ~< v - u + 1. (5) 
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I f  M is also irredundant hen 
n <<. IET(M)I + N(v -  IET(M)I, rain{u, v-  IET(M)I}) (6) 
and for any v, u~ {2 . . . . .  v} and Jbr any k e {0, .... v - u + 1} there is an irredundant 
matrix M ~ J/~(v, n) for which [ET(M)I = k and (6) becomes equality. 
Proof. In the graph G constructed in the proof of Theorem 5any column cj e ET(M) 
occurs as a label only in one connected component of G. Column q has two distinct 
values in the rows corresponding to that connected component and has one value in 
the rows corresponding to any other connected component. Hence, we have 
u <~ C(G) + 1. 
This proves (5). 
As follows from the proof of Theorem 5, the number of distinct entries in any 
column cjeET(M) cannot exceed C(G) and, certainly, cannot exceed u. Therefore, 
analogously to Theorem 5, we have 
n - IET(M) I  <<. H(C(G), min{u, C(G)}). 
This proves (6). 
For any u/>3 and for any k e{O ..... v -u+l}  we construct a matrix 
M~ ~ .//,iv, n) as follows: Mk contains k distinct columns, each of which contains only 
one I and it has that 1 in one of the first k rows. Each such column has the value 0 in 
all the other first k + 1 rows, has the value i in the (k + i)th row for i e {2 ..... u - 2}, 
and has the value u - 1 in all the rows k + u - 1 through v. Also, Mh contains all 
nonequivalent onzero columns which have the value 0 in the first k + 1 rows. As in 
Theorem 5, we have that Mh is irredundant and 
IET(M~)I = k, 
n = k + N(v -. k, min{u, v -- k}). []  
Corollary 8. I f  a matrix M ~ ~,H(v, n) satisfies iET(M)I = L, - 1, then U(M) = 2. 
So, all the matrices having the essential test set of maximum cardinality are 
equivalent to Boolean matrices. 
4. Essential test sets of  max imum cardinality and trees 
We consider an nodimensional Boolean cube B" as a graph where any ~a~r of 
vertices ~, ~ ~ B ~ is connected by an edge iffp(~,//) = 1, where p(~,//) is the Hamming 
distance between the vertices ~ and ~. 
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Theorem 9. I f  a Boolean matrix ME~2(v ,n)  satisfies IET(M)I = v--  1, then the 
subgraph of B" induced by all v rows of M is a tree. I f  M also does not contain zero and 
one columns then n --= v -- 1. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 5 that the subgraph G of B" induced by 
r, . . . . .  rv is connected when IET(M)I -- v - 1. Let us label any edge (r~, r~) e E(G) by 
ck, where ck is the column at which ri and r i differ. For proving that G is a tree it is 
sufficient to prove that each label appears only once in 6;. Suppose it is not true. Then 
there is a ch ~ ET{M) such that several edges of G are labeled by ch. After dropping this 
ch from M we get a matrix M' which has more than one pair of identical rows. Leaving 
only one copy of a row for such pairs, we arrive at a matrix M" which has no more 
than v -2  rows. But it can be seen easily that ET(M°')---ET(M)\{ch}, i.e. 
IET(M')I -- v - 2, which is in contradiction with (3). 
For proving the second part of the theorem we will prove that any column of 
M which does not belong to ET(M) must be a zero or one column. Suppose it is not 
true, i.e. there is a column cpeET(M) and it is not a zero or one column. We can 
partition the set of vertices of G into two nonempty subsets So and S~ such that any 
vertex from So has value a at column cp. Because G is connected there is at least one 
pair of adjacent vertices r~, r i such that r~ ¢ So and r~ e S~. But the edge (r~, rj) must be 
labeled by some ck ~ cp. Hence p(r~, r~) ~ 2, which is impossible. [] 
The next statement also follows from the second part of the last proof. 
Corollary 10. l f  tbe rows of a Boolean matrix M induce a tree in B ~ then any column of 
M which does not belong to ET(M) must be a zero or one column. 
An embedding relationship of trees to Boolean cubes can be characterized by the 
following statement. 
Theorem 11. Any tree having v vertices can be embedded as an induced subgraph into 
i f ' -  t and v - 1 is the minimum dimension of a Boolean cube which has this property. 
Proof. An embedding can be executed by the following procedure. At the beginning 
all the vertices of the tree and all the coordinates of B ~- ~ are un!abeled. We take any 
vertex of the tree, represent i by the zero row (0... 0) and label it. In each step of the 
procedure we take any unlabeled vertex which is adjacent to some labeled vertex, and 
represent i by a row which differs from the previously obtained row for the corres- 
ponding adjacent vertex only at one of the unlabeled coordinates. After that we label 
the vertex and the coordinate and proceed. It can be seen easily that the Hamming 
distance between the resulting rows is equal to the distance between the correspond- 
ing vertices of the tree. So, we have really obtained an embedding. The minimum 
possible dimension is equal to v -  1 because the star with v vertices cannot be 
embedded into B" when n < v - 1. []  
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